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        Russian defence ministry says talks with French minister show readiness for Ukraine dialogue    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – Russia’s defence ministry said on Wednesday talks between the Russian and French defence ministers showed “readiness for dialogue on Ukraine.” Russia said the French side had requested the call. A spokesperson for France’s defence ministry said it was the first call between the two ministers since October 2022 – eight months after the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russian defence ministry says talks with French minister show readiness for Ukraine dialogue        
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        Teen hero relives Moscow concert horror as mother worries about him    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – Teenage cloakroom attendant Artem Donskov helped people flee to safety when gunmen stormed a concert hall near Moscow last month. Now his mother is trying to get him to see a psychologist. In an interview with Reuters, 14-year-old Artem said he and his colleagues helped people escape via a service corridor and…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Teen hero relives Moscow concert horror as mother worries about him        
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        EU drops sovereignty requirements in cybersecurity certification scheme, document shows    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Foo Yun Chee BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Amazon, Alphabet’s Google and Microsoft may find it easier to bid for EU cloud computing contracts after draft cybersecurity labelling rules scrapped a requirement that vendors should be independent from non-EU laws, according to the document seen by Reuters. The European Union has struggled to agree to a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU drops sovereignty requirements in cybersecurity certification scheme, document shows        
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        Explainer-Key facts about the collapse of Baltimore’s Francis Scott Key Bridge    
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                By Lisa Shumaker (Reuters) -Work is underway to begin clearing the wreckage of Baltimore’s Francis Scott Key Bridge more than a week after a faltering cargo ship crashed into it, sending the span collapsing into the harbor and killing six construction workers who were thrown into the water. Replacing the bridge will likely take years,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Explainer-Key facts about the collapse of Baltimore’s Francis Scott Key Bridge        
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        Microsoft, Quantinuum claim breakthrough in quantum computing    
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                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Stephen Nellis (Reuters) – Microsoft and Quantinuum on Wednesday said they have achieved a key step in making quantum computers a commercial reality by making them more reliable. The move is the latest in a race to perfect quantum computing in which tech firms such as Microsoft, Alphabet’s Google and IBM are jostling with…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Microsoft, Quantinuum claim breakthrough in quantum computing        
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        Switzerland Was Correct to Lower Interest Rates, IMF Says    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland’s surprise reduction in borrowing costs last week was appropriate as consumer-price growth is under control, according to the International Monetary Fund.  “With inflation comfortably in the 0% to 2% price stability range, the Swiss National Bank was right to lower its policy rate in March,” the Washington-based lender said Thursday in an…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Switzerland Was Correct to Lower Interest Rates, IMF Says        
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        Swiss Executive Gets No Prison in ‘Singapore Solution’ Tax Scam    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — An executive at a Swiss holding company was sentenced to no prison time for participating in a scheme to help US taxpayers hide more than $60 million in assets in a fraudulent arrangement known as the “Singapore Solution.” Daniel Walchli, 56, pleaded guilty last year to a single count of conspiracy to defraud…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Swiss Executive Gets No Prison in ‘Singapore Solution’ Tax Scam        
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        BofA Joins Swiss-Franc Bears Predicting Parity After Rate Shock    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Bank of America strategists are predicting parity for the Swiss franc against the euro this year after last week’s surprise interest-rate cut by the Swiss National Bank forced them to plot a more bearish trajectory for the currency.  The SNB’s decision suggests “some urgency in policy easing” and requires a rethink of the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: BofA Joins Swiss-Franc Bears Predicting Parity After Rate Shock        
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        Cannes Yacht Encounter Sparked Geneva Bankers’ Alleged $1.8 Billion 1MDB Fraud    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — It began with a meeting on a yacht off the coast of Cannes in the summer of 2009. The newly-elected prime minister of Malaysia was aboard at the invitation of businessman Jho Low and Saudi-Swiss businessman Tarek Obaid. The men had gathered to explore deals for Malaysia’s new economic development fund, 1MDB.  Fifteen…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Cannes Yacht Encounter Sparked Geneva Bankers’ Alleged $1.8 Billion 1MDB Fraud        
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        UN Security Council fails to condemn strike on Iran in Syria    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Michelle Nichols UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) – The United States, Britain and France on Wednesday opposed a Russian-drafted U.N. Security Council statement that would have condemned an attack on Iran’s embassy compound in Syria, which Tehran has blamed on Washington’s ally Israel. Press statements by the 15-member council have to be agreed by consensus. Diplomats…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UN Security Council fails to condemn strike on Iran in Syria        
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        Taiwan’s strongest earthquake in 25 years kills 9 people, 50 missing    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Yimou Lee and Fabian Hamacher HUALIEN, Taiwan (Reuters) -Taiwan’s biggest earthquake in at least 25 years killed nine people on Wednesday and injured more than 900, while 50 workers travelling in minibuses to a hotel in a national park were missing.  Some buildings tilted at precarious angles in the mountainous, sparsely populated county of…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Taiwan’s strongest earthquake in 25 years kills 9 people, 50 missing        
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        UBS Banker’s Frustration Exposes Cracks in World of Climate Finance    
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                (Bloomberg) — Judson Berkey didn’t hold back. It was early February and the UBS Group AG banker had WebEx-dialed into a meeting held on the 17th floor of the Japanese Financial Services Agency’s building in the Kasumigaseki district of central Tokyo. The closed-door gathering with representatives of the Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank and…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UBS Banker’s Frustration Exposes Cracks in World of Climate Finance        
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        UBS Middle East Banker Desh Sharma Leaves to Start Credit Fund    
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                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — A senior UBS Group AG banker helping to expand loans and complex financing for the bank’s richest clients in the Middle East has left three years after joining from Credit Suisse, according to people familiar with the matter.  Desh Sharma joined UBS in 2021, before the takeover of Credit Suisse, to lead corporate…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UBS Middle East Banker Desh Sharma Leaves to Start Credit Fund        
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        S&P 500 Gets Late-Day Boost to Finish at Record: Markets Wrap    
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                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Wall Street traders sent stocks higher in the final stretch of a quarter that saw the market surge 10%, with many institutional investors potentially rebalancing their portfolios. In another volatile session, the S&P 500 closed at a record after almost erasing gains earlier Wednesday. Apple Inc. and Tesla Inc. — this year’s laggards…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: S&P 500 Gets Late-Day Boost to Finish at Record: Markets Wrap        
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        European IPO Rebound Gathers Pace With Biggest Quarter Since 2022    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 4, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — A strong start for Europe’s initial public offerings in 2024, driven by a handful of high-profile newcomers to the market, bodes well for a rebound in listings in the region for the rest of the year. With $5.7 billion raised via first-time share sales this year up to March 27, Europe is on…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: European IPO Rebound Gathers Pace With Biggest Quarter Since 2022        
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        Syngenta Pulls China IPO Application After Three-Year Wait    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                (Bloomberg) — Syngenta Group withdrew its long-delayed application for a $9 billion initial public offering in Shanghai, another blow to China’s equity markets after Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. this week scrapped the listing of its logistics arm. The Chinese-owned seed and pesticide giant “will look to restart the listing process, either in China or a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Syngenta Pulls China IPO Application After Three-Year Wait        
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        SNB Flouts Global Practice by Promoting Insiders, Economists Say    
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                (Bloomberg) — Swiss National Bank appointments go against the grain of global peers because the government keeps promoting insiders, according to a group of economists. As the country prepares to name a successor to President Thomas Jordan in time for his departure in September, the so-called SNB Observatory issued a report building on its prior…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: SNB Flouts Global Practice by Promoting Insiders, Economists Say        
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        Stock Bulls Crush Naysayers With $4 Trillion Rally: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — A stellar quarter for stocks ended on a positive note amid speculation the Federal Reserve will be able to achieve a soft landing that will keep powering Corporate America. Wall Street traders sent the S&P 500 to its 22nd record this year after data showed the economy is in good shape, offsetting the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Stock Bulls Crush Naysayers With $4 Trillion Rally: Markets Wrap        
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        BIS and Banks to Test Tokenization of Cross-Border Payments    
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                (Bloomberg) — The Bank for International Settlements and seven central banks including the Federal Reserve Bank of New York will test using tokenization to increase the speed and integrity of international payments. Partnering with a large group of private financial companies, they will explore combining wholesale versions of tokenized central bank money and commercial bank…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: BIS and Banks to Test Tokenization of Cross-Border Payments        
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        Asian Stocks Gain Ahead of Key US Inflation Data: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Shares in Asia rose following gains on Wall Street, with focus shifting to key US consumer price data due later Friday.  Benchmarks in Japan, South Korea and mainland China showed modest increases, after US stocks wrapped up the first quarter on a positive note. Investors are bracing for a print of the Federal…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Asian Stocks Gain Ahead of Key US Inflation Data: Markets Wrap        
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